Pulsed laser ablation has been widely used in material processing and film deposition in the last ten years. When a high power laser pulse, with a power density greater than the ablation threshold, irradiates a solid target, the target material will successively melt, evaporate, and form ablated materials consisting of atoms, ions, molecules, clusters and micron sized particles. The evolution of ablated materials ranges over the interactions between laser and solid target, liquid layer and ablated materials which always interact in a very complex way. Although the interaction between laser and ablated materials has been studied extensively, the dynamic process of laser interacting with ablated materials has not yet been explained satisfactorily.
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Pulsed laser ablation has been widely used in material processing and film deposition in the last ten years. When a high power laser pulse, with a power density greater than the ablation threshold, irradiates a solid target, the target material will successively melt, evaporate, and form ablated materials consisting of atoms, ions, molecules, clusters and micron sized particles. The evolution of ablated materials ranges over the interactions between laser and solid target, liquid layer and ablated materials which always interact in a very complex way. Although the interaction between laser and ablated materials has been studied extensively, the dynamic process of laser interacting with ablated materials has not yet been explained satisfactorily. [1−4] For example, interaction between subsequent laser and ablated materials in laser processing changes the laser spatiotemporal distribution and has influences on the efficiency and quality of laser processing. In pulsed laser deposition, the composition and transportation process of ablated materials influences the quality of metallic-membrane plating directly. Therefore it is very important to investigate the dynamic process of interaction between laser and ablated materials for laser processing and laser deposition. In previous studies, researchers only considered the ablated materials absorption of subsequent laser energy, and the ablated materials transportation forms a laser-supported shockwave. From a macroscopical point, the ablated materials show characteristics of the high-temperature and hypersonic flow, and all of the shock wave models were established on the basis of fluid dynamics. However, from a microcosmic point, considerable collisions occur inevitably among the ablated materials, the ablated materials and the surrounding gases, and therefore macroscopic motion of the ablated materials is an unstable expansion. Moreover, laser-induced effects on the ablated materials should include energy absorption and light field force actions upon the ablated materials. [5−8] Since macroscopical motions of the ablated materials are closely interrelated with, and determined by, microcosmic process of the ablated materials in some sense, the previous shock wave models were not perfect or only suitable for some special situation. As a consequence, the theory that the light field force has action on ablated materials is first proposed in this study. The speed distribution of ablated materials is determined by the ablation mechanism once the laser pulse terminates while the transportation of ablated materials is controlled by both the diffusion mechanism and light field force mechanism during the laser pulse. In the initial stage, light intensity increases along the direction of laser due to the laser focusing action, and the light field force is aligned with the laser propagation direction. During the laser pulse period the ablated materials absorb laser energy, as a result that light intensity on the outside ablated materials is higher than that on the inside ablated materials, and meantime the light field force is opposite to the laser propagation direction. When laser pulse terminates, transportation behaviour of the ablated materials is only controlled by diffusion mechanism. Thereby the spatiotemporal distribution and tending-to-light phenomena of ablated materials were interpreted.
Light field is a high-frequency electromagnetic field, the area distribution of light field is just the electromagnetic area distribution. The particles in light field interact with the light wave via refractive indices and absorption coefficient, while the light wave influences particles via absorption and polarizability. The Polarization intensity of medium in light field is
where is spatial coordinates, namely the vector from origin of coordinate to the field point; is time; is polarizability; and is electric field intensity. Action energy per unit volume between light field and polarization medium is
Light field force of polarization medium per unit volume is
Since light intensity can be defined as = 2 / , where is a constant. Thus Eq. (3) can be expressed as
Generally the polarizability is regarded as a constant, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
The optical shadow photography is employed to track the ablated materials' spatial shape and evolution. The experimental arrangement is outlined in Fig. 1 . A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is focused onto an aluminium plane target. After it passes a frequency double crystal, the output laser at a wavelength of 0.53 µm is separated by a beam splitter of total reflection at 0.53 µm and total transmission at 1.06 µm. The separated laser acts as light source of shadow detection after it passes a collimating system and a time delay system of light path. The receiving system consists of an imaging lens, a filter and a waiting camera, and the laser at a wavelength of 1.06 µm output from an amplification stage acts on the target after it is focused by focusing lens. Area of ablated materials and camera are relationship of object and image to overcome errors caused by diffraction effect. Delay time of probe beam can be adjusted through optical path delay system. Primary parameters in the experiment are as follows: ablation laser energy is adjusted from 0 mJ to 120 mJ, ablation laser pulse width is 15 ns, ablation laser wavelength is 1.06 µm, ablation laser diameter is 6 mm, focal length of focusing lens is 38 mm, and delay time of probe beam can be adjusted from 0 to 300 ns. On the experimental front, the evolution of ablated materials generated by the Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is tracked by optical shadow photography. During the interaction process, the spatial shape and evolution of ablated materials depends on the initial speed distribution of ejected ablated materials, subsequent laser action to ablated materials and environmental factors. The initial speed of ejected ablated materials is determined by evaporation mechanism. The subsequent laser acts on ablated materials in two aspects, one is that its energy transfers to ablated materials; the other is that light field force has action on ablated materials, which changes the initial velocities distribution of ablated material (because of the short acting time between laser and ablated materials and the miniature size of ablated material). Thus the spatial shape and developing process of ablated materials were determined by the diffusion mechanism of particles with a certain speed distribution when the laser pulse terminates. The initial velocity distribution induced by evaporation mechanism has a form of cos with the target normal as asymmetric axis. When laser irradiates the target, the evaporated particle density can approach 10
16 -10 21 /cm 3 [9] because of the rapid laser heating process. Particles with such high density collide with each other strongly to readjust the speed distribution of ablated materials, which lead to the redistribute of ablated materials spatial distribution from form of cos to form of cos (typical value of is from 1 to 20) along the target normal. As a result, the macroscopic spatial transmission of ablated materials is a penniform luminophor usually called the plume. For this reason, transmission of ablated materials is usually called the transmission of plume. For investigating the physics of plume phenomena, scholars adopt spectrum technique, probe technique and stroboscopic photography, etc., to investigate the plume. [10−12] The macroscopical feature of the plume motion is shockwave model. Ramsden [13] firstly proposed that subsequent laser interact with ablated materials. In the meantime, the ablated materials move in the opposite direction of the laser pulse and shockwave is supported by the laser pulse. This conclusion is established on the condition of the longpulsed laser action due to the low laser energy density and long laser action. However, for the nanosecond laser pulse the light field force cannot be neglected because of the short time action and the high laser 015201-2 energy density. In the meantime, the spatial size of ablated materials is small during the period of laser action. The speed distribution of ablated materials particles is changed homogeneously in all directions by light energy absorbed by the ablated materials if the shock wave is supported by laser pulse. When the laser pulse terminates, (namely, 30 ns later), ablated material behaviour is controlled by diffusion of particles with a certain speed distribution. The time evolution process of ablated materials should be of the form of cos superimposed on an isotropic distribution, and the spatial shape of ablated materials should be pinniform whose symmetric axis is in the direction of target normal. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of shortpulse laser-induced ablated materials tracked by shadow photography, taken at 52 ns (a), 108 ns (b) and 137 ns (c), respectively. Here is the normal direction of target and is in the opposite direction of the laser. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the direction of ablated materials symmetric axis is between the target normal and laser direction. Meanwhile, the angle in this experiment between and is 15 ∘ , and angle between the asymmetric axis of ablated materials and is 4 ∘ . At the initial moment of laser ablation, light intensity gradually weakened along the -axis due to the laser focusing point on the target surface. Ablated materials will eject when the target is irradiated by laser pulse, and there will be ablated materials distributed on the surface of the target. During the early stages of laser ablation, light intensity decreases along the -axis and therefore less laser energy is absorbed due to the low density of ablated materials. It can be seen from Eq. (5) that light field force is in the opposite direction of the -axis while the ejection is along the -axis whose effect is equivalent to compressing the ablated materials. Subsequently, the ablated materials have been compressed into a high-density layer. Laser intensity distribution increases along the -axis and its gradient is large because of large absorption coefficient of the laser in this region, thereby the light field force is along the -axis and is very strong. From the formation of high-density thin layer of ablated materials to termination of laser pulse, the large light field force along the -axis acts on the thin layer of ablated materials. That is, during this period the ablated materials are accelerated, and meanwhile speed increment generated by the light field force is added to the speed distribution compared to the evaporation speed of distribution at the beginning. Furthermore, since laser energy has influence homogeneously in all directions on the speed distribution of ablated material particles and has no contribution to mean momentum of ablated material particles, the momentum distribution of particles is the sum of momentum distribution of ablation and momentum increment generated by the light field force when the laser pulse terminates. Figure 3 shows the momentum distribution of ablation, where in the figure is normal of the target, is in the opposite direction of laser pulse, mean momentum distribution of ablated materials generated by evaporation, and is additional momentum induced by light field force. The spatial distribution of particles is determined by diffusion of the particles with + momentum distribution once laser pulse terminates. Thus, asymmetric axis of particles spatial distribution is between the direction of axis or . As regards the angle with z-axis, it is determined by 015201-3 induced by light field force and induced by ablation.
In summary, when a high-power laser irradiates materials, subsequent laser acts on ablated materials in two ways: one is that its energy transfers to ablated materials, the other is that light field force has action on ablated materials. These actions change the velocities distribution of ablated material due to its short time. During the transportation process, an additional speed caused by the light field force occurs and induces a new speed distribution, which is in the opposite direction of the laser pulse. And in the meantime the initial speed of ejected ablated materials is determined by evaporation mechanism while the initial speed of ejected ablated materials is decided by the diffusion mechanism during the subsequent transportation process. The initial velocity distribution induced by evaporation mechanism has a form of cos with the target normal as asymmetric axis. Furthermore, the asymmetric axis direction of ablated material plume is between the target normal and laser direction, whose angle is determined by the concrete parameters.
